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Richard has a plan for expanding your One Touch Settings by creating a bank of
‘favourite’ sounds to use with every accompaniment style.  

Part 17: Your Favourite Sounds - Ready To
Use Anytime!
Hello again.  Over the last few articles we've explored
the benefits of One Touch Settings.  This feature
chooses, for each accompaniment style on the
instrument, four preset sounds that are appropriate to
the style.  If, for example, a Country style is chosen,
four sounds that are suited to Country music will be
available from the OTS buttons.  Likewise for Latin,
Pop, Big Band and all other types of music.  It is an
ideal way to quickly set up your CVP Clavinova with
very usable sounds for each kind of music you choose.
If you're new to using OTS you may like to check out
the two previous articles on the subject. 

During a recent ‘V.I.P.’ visit to a new CVP-709 customer an
interesting conversation started - looking at OTS from a
different angle - which I thought you may be interested in.

Mhàiri has upgraded to CVP from a rather elderly keyboard.
Although she's played more keyboard than piano in recent
years Mhàiri now wants to split her time 50/50 between the
style-based side of the Clavinova and the ‘straight’ piano.  It
really is a testament to the versatility of the instrument that so
many different types of player are attracted to CVP Clavinova.  

Because her old keyboard had rather fewer sounds on it than
the new Clavinova Mhàiri has become used to using a small
palate of favourite sounds which she mixes with lots of
different styles.  I guess we're all similar to Mhàiri in that we
each have our own particular favourites amongst the sounds.
Wouldn't it be a great idea, then, to have these sounds
available at the touch of a button to use alongside the One
Touch Settings?  It would mean that, in addition to the
dedicated sounds in the OTS buttons, you'd have a selection
of your own favourite sounds to use with any style, anytime.
So that's what we're going to do today...

Setting Your Settings

The first job is to decide which sounds you'd like as your own
palate of sounds.  Because these sounds will be available to

use with all styles of music my advice is to keep them fairly
generic.  Chances are that sounds that are specific to the style
will almost always have been stored in the OTS already.

Let me begin by taking you through the way we set up the
sounds on Mhàiri's CVP and, by following this, you’ll be able
to see the methodology and adjust it to suit your personal taste.

Mhàiri's first request was for a piano... maybe a rather strange
request because the CVP’s OTS already provides an
appropriate piano sound for every style.  Mhàiri's preference,
though, was for a piano with a concert hall ambience and, to
find such a piano, I needed to find a style that would have that
type of setting... and I came up with the following:  

Entertainment//Easy  Listening//Classic  Piano  Bld

Clicking the ‘Information’
icon (fig.1 circled) will
show the four One Touch
Settings that are provided
for this style. 

Because this style is a ballad, and is also used for classical
music, the OTS makers have added lots of reverb to the
Yamaha CFX piano sample (housed in the CVP-709’s OTS1
button) to emulate the ambience of a concert hall.  As Mhàiri is
happy with this we'll make this her first personal setting. 

Fig.1:
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The next thing to decide is where to save this sound... There's
no point saving it in an OTS button because the whole reason
for this exercise is to have sounds that are available for all the
styles (whereas each OTS is linked to just one).  Fortunately,
the REGISTRATION MEMORY provides the perfect solution.
You'll find the Registration Memory buttons on the right hand
side of the CVP’s panel (to the left of the four OTS buttons).

The Registration Memory buttons are normally used to take a
snapshot of the entire instrument... voices, styles, tempo,
transpose, split points - the lot.  That's not how we want it to
work this time because we only want to capture the voice and
its associated effects (i.e. the big reverb).  Mhàiri will choose
any style she wants to use manually.  It's perfectly possible to
do this... we just need to tell the Registration Memory what to
save, and what to ignore.  To do this, press the MEMORY
button beside the 1-8 Registration Memory buttons to see the
following display:

Before doing anything
else, tap the triangle 
(fig.2 circled) beside
‘Items To Be Registered
To Registration Memory’.

This opens an options window where you can select which
parts of the instrument are saved, and which are ignored.
Because we only want to save Mhàiri's sounds, let's un-tick
everything except the following: Voice, Scale Tune, Keyboard
Harmony and Pedal.  We'll look at the why's and wherefore's of
all these options in a future article.  For now, just trust me…  

Having done this, complete the save operation by pressing
button 1 of the Registration Memory buttons on the panel.
You'll see it flash, then go constant red.

That's done... so let's move onto the next of Mhàiri's favourite
sounds.  As a child of the ‘60s she loves the iconic sounds of
that era and, in particular, she wants a good electric guitar to
play her ‘60s music.  For a really great one, we chose one
housed in the OTS for the style: 

Pop  &&  Rock//60s  Pop&&Rock//60s  Guitar  Pop.  

As before, tap the Information icon to see the content of all
four One Touch Settings.  The OTS3 button for this style
contains the ‘Shadowed Guitar’ which is perfect for many ‘60s
songs.  Having auditioned it Mhàiri decides that it's just the
ticket so I steal the setting to add to her favourite sounds.

To save it to Registration Memory press the MEMORY button
on the panel to call up the familiar prompt shown in fig.2 - and

the triangle guiding us to: ‘Items To Be Registered To
Registration Memory’.  However, the options we selected last
time will have been remembered - so we don’t need to select
them again and, instead, we can simply press the Registration
Memory button 2 to save the ‘Shadowed Guitar’ setting.  

You'll see the button flash before turning to a constant red.
You'll also notice that Registration Memory 1 button has now
turned green. This shows us that, although button 2 is now
selected, button 1 also contains a registration.

Mhàiri's told me that her first encounter with keyboard music
was hearing her dad's LP records (remember them?) of Klaus
Wunderlich playing the organ in the ‘70s.  I’m a big ‘Klaus’ fan
myself so I was more than happy to show Mhàiri how well her
new CVP-709 can reproduce the sound... using the One Touch
Settings associated with the following style:

Entertainment//Organ//Euro  Pop  Organ

As she has a nostalgic place in her heart for this Mhàiri is
delighted to find that three of the OTS for this style feature
classic Klaus sounds - and she wants to capture all of them!   

We do this by selecting each OTS button in turn, then
pressing MEMORY and choosing an empty (unlit) Registration
Memory button.  

We continue doing this until all eight of the Registration
Memory buttons contain Mhàiri's favourite settings.

Saving The Registration Bank

It's now time to save all eight of Mhàiri's settings as a
Registration Memory ‘Bank’.

First, press the HOME button on the panel, and look toward
the very top of the screen. You should see an area marked
‘Regist’ (fig.4). 

Fig.2:
Fig.3:

Fig.4:
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If your screen doesn't have this, you'll find a triangle icon at the
very top right of the screen.  Tap it, and the ‘Regist’ area will
emerge.  Tap the ‘Regist’ area, and the following window will
appear (fig.5):

Tap the ‘Save’ icon.  You'll now see the following window:

Tap ‘Save Here’ (fig.6), and the next window will emerge.

Press and hold ‘Delete’ to clear the ‘New Bank’ name (fig.7).

Then use the on-screen Qwerty keyboard to enter your name
for this bank.  I think that ‘Favourites’ is appropriate (fig.8).

After pressing ‘OK’ at the bottom of the page, you'll see the
Registration Bank being saved (fig.9).

Once the bank has been saved it will appear on screen (fig.10):

Finally, press the HOME button to see your favourite settings
bank named at the top of the screen (fig.11). 

The Result

Now you can choose any style and along with the four specific
One Touch Settings for that style, you have an additional 8 sounds
which are your favourites. You can go back and forth between
OTS and Registration Memories, making many possibilities for
playing your favourite music with your favourite sounds.

I hope that this session has been interesting for you.  Have a
go at stealing favourite One Touch Settings and popping them
into Registration Memory buttons and we'll look at Registration
Memory in more depth next time. 
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